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1. Introductions – Attendees went around the room and introduced themselves. 

 

2. Welcome and discussion – Hetty Gleave welcomed everyone to the meeting. She reminded 

everyone of the nature of the work of the Treasure Valuation Committee, that its terms of reference 

were defined in the Treasure Act Code of Practice and that the procedure for recommending a 

value to the Secretary of State was described in the Code. She explained that the Committee was 

reliant on the good work of the expert valuers that it commissioned to provide information on 

which it could base a valuation. 

 

Mrs Gleave said that the Committee acknowledged that the market for certain antiquities was 

currently volatile which made it more difficult to ascertain accurate valuations and, for this reason, 

it was particularly useful for valuers to provide examples of previous sales in their valuations, as 

these helped demonstrate to interested parties that there was a clear rationale for the decision 

arrived at. The process of arriving at valuations should not just be fair, but ‘be seen to be fair’. 

Confidence in the fairness of valuations is an important aspect of encouraging finders to report 

their discoveries promptly. 

 

It was further explained that expert valuers might be approached by interested parties to value their 

items of Treasure. As discussed on previous occasions, this was agreed to be fine for a valuer to 

undertake, as long as in due course, should they be commissioned by the Committee to value the 

same item, they disclose that they have already provided a private valuation. Indeed it can be 

useful to the wider process if finders are able to commission the same valuers used by the 

Committee as this will help demonstrate that the valuations provided to the Committee and to 

individuals are equally balanced, and in particular that valuations provided to the Committee are 

not artificially lowered so as to make the items more affordable to museums, an accusation 

sometimes levied by interested parties. Mrs Gleave explained, however, that in such circumstances 
valuations should explicitly not be framed as ‘offers to buy’ as the Committee had recently 

clarified its guidance in such circumstances. Offers to buy items of Treasure by private individuals 

or companies are not useful because, since the items are not going to be sold, it is impossible to say 

for certain whether the person making the offer is doing so in good faith. Whilst the Committee 

acknowledges that some companies may have a record of purchasing items of disclaimed Treasure 



at a previously suggested price, it would not wish to have to attempt to judge the degree to which 

any future parties making such offers could be relied upon. Therefore the most fair course of action 

is for valuers to be asked simply to provide valuations, and the Committee can judge these against 

other valuations and according to its own experience.   

 

Mrs Gleave opened the meeting for discussion, and several topics were addressed: 

 

Relevant Comparanda (parallels) – Valuers understood that the Committee wished for them to 

cite relevant parallels of items that had sold in the open market wherever possible. It was pointed 

out that Timeline Auctions, for instance, constituted a source of examples of the type of material 

that is often seen by the Committee. Chris Martin also explained that these should be as recent as 

possible, since the market changes over time.  Judith Nugee spoke about the issue of relevance, 

and explained that sometimes close parallels were not possible, but that it could be useful to point 

to items which might appear to be similar, and then in the discussion of the valuation, to explain 

why the items differed and what effect that had on the valuation of the piece in question. The 

Committee agreed that this could be useful in providing context, and did not discourage the citation 

of such examples, provided explanation for their inclusion was given. 

 

Use of items previously valued by TVC as evidence – Ms Nugee also pointed out that there are 

some finds that they are asked to value for which the only close comparison is another find that has 

gone through the Treasure system and been valued by TVC. Official guidance has always said to 

valuers that they should refrain from referring to such items, as the Committee would be aware of 

such items, and that the point was that it sought an independent view of the open market value. 

However, other valuers have nonetheless made reference to cases that had gone through the 

Treasure system, and the Committee considered that this would be fine, provided the valuer clearly 

explained the source of the figure and explained how this contributed to their formulation of a 

valuation for the piece in question. Roger Bland further explained that evidence such as this is 

certainly more useful than simply saying ‘My valuation is based on X years experience’… 

The Committee also explained that since minutes of its meetings were usually only published two 

years after the date of the meeting, valuers who cited examples from the minutes should explain 

whether, and how, the market price of the object might have changed since the time the Committee 

had considered it. 

Action for Secretariat: Revise standard commissioning letter to Provisional Valuers to make sure 

it reflects this point. 

 

Auction Hammer Price – Richard Linenthal asked whether the Code of Practice specified that 

the value had to equate to the theoretical auction hammer price of an item. The Committee 

explained that no, the Code of Practice specified that the value should be ‘what might be expected 

to be paid in a sale on the open market between a willing buyer and a willing seller’ but that the 

Committee felt that this was best represented as the auction hammer price. Further discussion of 

this concept could be found in the Memorandum on Valuations adopted by the Committee and 

available on the PAS website. 

 

Terminology used in valuations/basing valuations on intrinsic value – Ms Gleave explained 

that valuers should be aware that finders in particular are sensitive to deprecating terms used to 

describe their finds. It is therefore not useful to refer to the ‘scrap value’ or ‘melt value’ of items, 

but rather the ‘intrinsic value’. In any case, the Committee normally only uses the intrinsic metal 

value as a guide to the overall value of a piece when it is undiagnostic, or an ingot. For 

recognisable historic artefacts the Committee expects valuations to be based on rarity, aesthetic 

appeal, wearability, collectability and state of preservation. 

 

Usage of the phrase ‘knocked down’ should also be avoided, as it is sometimes interpreted 

negatively. 

 

No Commercial value - Valuers were discouraged from speculating on what an appropriate 

reward should be. Their job is to recommend a value for the item(s). If there is no commercial 

value, or only nominal value, valuers should say so. They should not offer such advice as ‘to 

reward the finder for good behaviour and handing the finds in I suggest a nominal value of £10’. 

That is the job of the Committee to determine. 

 



Further, the Committee’s view was that museum interest in acquiring a piece did not necessarily 

equate to commercial value itself, therefore valuers should not apply a value to something that they 

feel has no commercial worth, simply because a museum wishes to acquire it. 

 

Benet’s Price guide – Joanna van der Lande pointed out that the Committee had in the past 

referred to Benet’s as a retail price guide but that the latest edition now incorporated evidence from 

auctions sales as well. The Committee acknowledged this was the case but voiced a preference for 

other sources of evidence (the auction results themselves, or Timeline price guides for Early 

Medieval artefacts). The point was that it should be understood that the prices suggested for 

artefacts in Benet’s does not necessarily equate to the theoretical ‘auction hammer price.’ 

 

Valuation ranges – The Committee confirmed that it was helpful to receive valuations expressed 

as a range with 10% difference. 

 

Valuing in ‘as found’ condition – As everyone should be aware, the Committee is tasked to value 

finds ‘as at the time of finding, and in the condition in which they are found’. The Committee can 

speculate on the potential worth of a find after undergoing conservation, after making deductions 

for the suspected conservation costs. Valuers are invited to do the same, provided they make this 

clear in the justification for their valuation. If valuers are able to suggest what they suspect the 

conservation costs might be, and apply them to their valuations, that can be useful. 

 

Reports on items of Treasure for the Coroner – Peter Spencer said that it was still the case that 

in some reports for coins, he saw the author, normally a Finds Liaison Officer (FLO), use terms 

like ‘Good’ or ‘Fine’ to describe the state of preservation of the items. As explained at the meeting 

in 2016, FLOs should instead be using terms like ‘complete’, ‘damaged’, ‘broken’ etc. Jim Brown 

said that it was also possible for report authors to simply be too enthusiastic about a find in general, 

and that this led to a false perception of the item’s commercial value. This also applied to 

statements about rarity, and that while an item might be rare for England (or a certain county) 

many more examples might have been found somewhere else, hence the market for them will not 

be great. Action for Secretariat: Remind curators and FLOs to avoid reference to condition of 

items in their reports and to try to ensure that references to the distribution of objects or coins do 

not imply that they might be rare on the market. 

 

Numbering system used in coin catalogues – Mr Spencer asked that consideration be given by 

the British Museum to the fact that valuers (and TVC) would need to be able to match up coins in 

envelopes/trays quickly and clearly with entries in catalogues, and sometimes this is confusing 

because an FLO uses one numbering system which is then changed, and multiple numbers appear 

on envelopes. This has been mentioned to C&M before, so probably a meeting with a BM curator, 

Treasure Team and Mr Spencer would be appropriate so that a better way forward can be 

established. Action for Secretariat: Look into arranging said meeting. 

 

Peter Clayton supplied a correction to the minutes from the previous year. These will be 

corrected. 

 

3. Conclusion – Mrs Gleave thanked everyone for coming and discussing the above points, and 

said that it was useful for this group of people to come together once a year to share views. She 

thanked all of the valuers for the work they do for the Committee, and assured them that it was 

much appreciated.  

 


